
Wild animals are typically associated with pristine ‘wild’ habitats, although 
they do not recognize man made boundaries. With the growth in 
urbanization, which poses a challenge to natural habitats and their 
supported species, a global phenomenon is arising where wild carnivores 
are found in urban landscapes as they adapt the urban environment.
 
“Urban carnivores” are today found in USA, UK, India and Japan. Red fox, 
badger and raccoon in the UK; bears, mountain lions, coyotes in the US, 
leopards in India are all examples. These carnivores have benefited from 
urban and suburban sprawls. Plasticity seems to be key to their success, as 
they are all highly adaptable species and found across a variety of habitats. 
Diet generalists, they feed on a variety of food sources, even garbage, 
poultry waste and pet food. Over time they have adapted to accepting 
humans as part of the landscape. 
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 Leopards in and around SGNP

The total number of leopard attacks reported between 1986 and 2010 is 163 
incidents—these include 92 human deaths and 71 injuries. Within this 
period, 1997-98 and 2002-04 show a spike in the number of incidents 
reported.  

Often leopard attacks have been dealt with by trapping and relocation of 
the animal. These steps are usually taken in response to local and political 
pressure. Unfortunately, this rise in trapping and relocation coincides with 
the spike in the number of conflicts reported with this number peaking in 
June 2004 which saw 9 deaths and 3 injuries in a single month—the worst 
month on record. 

Does leopard presence make conflict inevitable?

To answer this question we examined the distribution and abundance of 
herbivores in SGNP that leopards prey on. Using the occupancy modeling 
technique, to estimate cluster (herd) abundances of Cheetal (Axis axis) and 
Sambar (Rusa unicolour). Human disturbance and steep terrain both 
negatively influenced Cheetal abundance in the park, while only 
disturbance index negatively influenced Sambar abundance. 

A dog survey at Aarey Milk Colony, which is also home to leopards, was 
carried out to understand the availability of such easy prey for leopards. It 
is common knowledge that dogs, pigs and other domestic animals are prey 
for leopards. We used mark-resight framework using photographs of dogs 
in the AMC to assess their density. The results demonstrate a VERY HIGH 
population of free-roaming dogs in this area (density of 57 dogs per km2), 
and could function as a major attractant to leopards, apart from posing a 
disease risk to humans. 

Food for the Urban Leopards

Moral cats?
The SGNP landscape is densely populated along the periphery of the 
national park and is home to different (and often a cosmopolitan mix) of 
communities with different social constructions of the landscape and the 
resulting claims of its physical configurations. A social science study 
carried out indicates that neither the space nor the leopards are perceived 
uniformly by everyone. There are several narratives that frame people’s 
perceptions of the SGNP landscape, from being a valuable wilderness that 
needs to be protected, to being a valuable resource base for people to being 
a social-moral landscape. Similarly, leopards were viewed as being blood 
thirsty monsters, harmless neighbours, gods and elusive mysteries. These 
narratives provide one part of a larger explanation of the dynamic and 
complex interactions between people, the SGNP landscape and leopards.

Living with Leopards: The Basics
• Leopards sightings do not translate into danger. 
• Leopards do not recognize our categories of forest, national park, colony 
etc. However, they are sensitive enough to avoid contact with people and  
do their best to avoid us.
• Be alert after dark (when leopards are active), especially ensuring that 
children are supervised by an adult if they are outdoor. You could also put 
on the music on the mobile phone so that it knows that the creature walking 
along is a human which it goes out of its way to avoid. 
• Do not move about alone after dark and ensure you have a companion. 
This will alert any leopard nearby and reduce any chance of you being 
mistaken for prey animal.
• If a leopard is sighted, give it right of way and allow it move off 
peacefully. Any loud actions or aggressive posturing may cause it to react 
with alarm (and panic), leading to unintended consequences. 
• If a leopard is sighted in the area, do not form a crowd around it. Crowds 
invariably get excited and the mob behavior will cause the animal to panic 
and it might harm someone in its bid to escape. 
• The only long term solution to avoid leopards within your colony or 
adjoining it is to ensure that garbage is disposed off well and that no feral 
dogs are present. If your colony has a dog then ensure its kennel is far 
away from the building because leopards are attracted to barking dogs from 
even 400 m away so they will come but once they know that the particular 
dog is well protected, they will decrease their incursions. 

Finally leopards do not recognize our man-made park boundaries and 
they will come outside the park—they always have.
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No amount of removal of leopards will ease the problem of leopards 
coming to human use areas. The long term solution is to reduce the 
attraction of human use areas to leopards by better garbage disposal 
methods. 

The rise of “Urban Carnivores”  

A more local example of the rise 
in this phenomena is the 
frequent sightings of leopards 
inside the campus at IIT Powai 
because of the proximity of IIT 
to SGNP . While there have 
been a reasonable number of 
sightings there have been almost 
no attacks reported. 

Leopards in and around SGNP
In order to obtain baseline information on the presence of a leopard 
population, camera traps were set up across parts of SGNP and Aarey Milk 
Colony (AMC). This exercise was carried out for a period of 5 months 
between  November 2011 and April 2012. 

Camera trapping results, confirm a minimum of 21 leopards in SGNP and 
AMC—with more females (13) than males (6). The presence of cubs with 
the females indicate that this is a breeding and therefore a resident 
population. 

This population is remarkably high for such a small area, especially given 
that the SGNP is surrounded by the suburbs of Mumbai. Over the years, 
there have been several incidents of human-animal conflict. An important 
part of the study was to explore if mere presence of leopards translates into 
conflict?

Given the high densities of humans and their associated domestic animals 
(potential prey) in India, attacks on livestock are inevitable and so will 
accidental attacks on humans. Trapping and relocation is not a solution and 
conflict cannot be seen in isolation. 

Does leopard presence make conflict inevitable?

MumbaikarsforSGNP  is a collaborative project between the SGNP Forest 
Department and Centre for Wildlife Studies, Bangalore. 
Visit us at www.mumbaikarsforsgnp.com 
Join us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/groups/MSGNP/
Write to us at mumbaikarsforsgnp@gmail.com 

Image: Waghoba – a large cat deity. Several temples of the deity can be found around 
the periphery of SGNP                                                 Photo Credit: Sunetro Ghosal 

Image: One of the countless garbage dumps around the periphery of SGNP. Food resources 
determine the density of carnivore populations. Therefore, any long term measure to deal with 
leopards outside SGNP has to deal with effective garbage disposal so that domestic dog, pig, 

rodent and cat densities are controlled. Photo Credit: MumbaikarsforSGNP

Graph:  Despite leopards always being part of this landscape, attacks on humans occurred 
during two periods. 

Graph:  The peak in leopard trappings and relocation coincides with one of the peaks in 
attacks. All of these trappings were carried out under local and political pressure. With 
the reduction in trappings, the attacks also reduced though leopard densities were high 

throughout the entire time span.

Image:  Leopard trapped at IIT Powai in 2003.
Photo Credit: Vipul Mathur

Image: Leopard sightings based on camera traps set up as part of the project
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